
FLOW OF SILVER DBQ

DBQ. Using the documents, analyze the social and economic effects of the global flow of silver from the mid-sixteenth
century to the early eighteenth.

Are these good? An excellent example of the way political power reacted to the global silver trade is
Document 1. Biggest Mistake: Listing the documents separately or listing the documents as part of a group
does not sufficiently demonstrate an understanding of basic meaning. Why why not? Wang Xijue, a Ming
dynasty court official, reports to the emperor in document 3 about the scarcity of silver coin and the negative
effects it has on the value of grain. Many people viewed the conversion to silver being the standardized
currency as a huge hindrance to their daily lives, but the silver industry brought wealth to many societies and
became a necessity in trade. Too general and basically repeats the prompt 42 Compare and contrast the Han
Empire during B. Also, if we had a document of a poor person with a low amount of silver, we could get their
point of view on the silvers importance and value in society. As a result, there were many social and economic
effects of the global silver trade around the world. TONE Who produced it? Acceptable Not great but shows
understanding of the question AND lends itself to grouping Acceptable Shows more specifics than 1, making
some distinction between social and economic 10 Thesis Analyze the social and economic effects of the global
flow of silver from the mid-sixteenth century to the early eighteenth century The increased flow of silver
during the midth century to the early 18th century caused social and economic effects in all regions connected
with trade by increasing the integration of Europeans in the globalization of world trade and creating greater
economic opportunities but also growing social divisions within China. Lastly, document 6, as well as
representing a social effect, is also representing a positive economic effect on the global flow of silver. POV
Attribution Who, what, when, where? As the author of Document 7 is a court official, he is particularly
interested in the income of silver China receives from trade as he is paid by the government with that silver.
The basis of Document 6 is many Indians are under forced labor in the silver mines, extracting ore to mint.
Doc 6. Document 8 superbly expresses political interest in silver trade. These documents, along with the
others already there, would give us an accurate understanding of the varied impact of silver throughout
society. E Compare and contrast the Han Empire during B. Spanish scholar Seville T-? The global flow of
silver, as portrayed in this document, can bring great wealth to a region if it is traded in the right places. Trust
Tone Intended audience 16 Analyze the social and economic effects of the global flow of silver from the
mid-sixteenth century to the early eighteenth century. As silver spreads and becomes more popular, an
increasing number of people begin learning about silver and its worth. Also, another constructive economic
effect of silver in the global trading system is that it increased the wealth of many regions and countries with
minimal negative effects. IA- trying to get emperor to repeal trade ban POV? For this, they are paid very little.


